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The Information about Thailand’s Greeting, Bodily Conducts,
Religion and Nicknames.
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○ Do not point your feet at people,
touch people with your feet, or prop your
feet on seats in public. Pointing your finger
at people is impolite as well.
○ Do not touch people on the head
or sit on pillows or head rest. It could be
considered as rude.
Photo by Lisa runnels on Pixabay

In Thailand, people greet by a gesture
called ‘Wai’, or pressing your palms together
at chest or nose level and bowing your head
slightly. This gesture denotes respect and
can be used to express a hello, thank you,
and goodbye as well.
Photo by Kochphon Onshawee on Pixabay

Thais usually address others by
their nicknames in casual settings. Most
Thai first names are quite long, so Thai’s
normally have nicknames.

Photo by Mihai Surdu on Pixabay

Most Thai people are Theravada
Buddhists and worship Buddha images,
amulets and statues. Avoid touching or
pointing at these items because some Thais
can be highly superstitious.
Photo by Honey Kochphon Onshawee on Pixabay
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Information about Thai Wai, Thai Boxing and Thai dance
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The wai greeting is usually paired
i h he
d “hell ” i Thai hich i
sawasdee, thereby making it a greeting
and a way to say hello; however, it is also
a way in which to show someone respect.

Photo bySadahamYathra on Pixabay

While the wai is the way in which people greet each other, Thais also wai one
another when thanking someone, apologizing to someone, or saying goodbye. Many
Thais will also wai when they pass spirit houses, temples, shrines, or anything in
regards to the monarchy. However, do not wai anyone who is younger than you.
I ead gi e hem a d a d mile Of e ime a e
’
cial a ki g i
determined by age in Thailand, thus, the reason for not greeting children in this
traditional way.
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Muay Thai or Thai Boxing is the national sport and cultural martial art of
Thailand. It was developed several hundreds of years ago as a form of close combat that utilizes the entire body as a weapon. It is known as the "art of eight
limb a i i cha ac e i ed b he c mbi ed e f ﬁ
elb
k ee a d hi
Muay Thai is different from Western boxing in the diversity of offensive and
defensive blows, thus making the art more taxing and challenging to the boxer.
Moreover, cultural and psychological elements are added to Muay Thai, as the
boxer ha
e f m a adi i al “ a i g respect to the teache ” i al Wai Khru
ceremony, complete with rousing Thai music accompaniment. Watching Thai boxing
is, then, an entry into the psychological world of the Thai where values such
as respect for elders, love of grace, bravery, creativity and adaptability are
encapsulated in one short event.This whole mix of a unique form of martial arts and
cultural elements is what makes for the fascination with Muay Thai and explains its
popularity worldwide.
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Traditional Dances of Thailand can be
divided into three main categories: Khon
and Lakhon, which are the most classic
forms of Thai Dance and Fawn Thai, which
includes different forms of folk dances. Khon is the most stylised form of Thai
dance. In the past, this Thai masked dance was only performed for the Royal
Family. It is now performed outside of the Royal Court, however, it is still
considered to be one of the highest art forms in Thailand. Most of the dancers
are men that wear elaborate costumes and masks to portray different characters.
Lakhon is less formal than Khon and the dancers do not wear masks. The
costumes and stage settings are usually much more lavish than in the other
forms of Thai dance. The rich costumes and golden hats shaped as stupa are
inspired by the clothes of Kingdom of Ayutthaya. The lower half of the body does
not move as much as the top, which with graceful and sensual movements of
torso and hands throughout the performance portray different emotions. Dancers
are mostly graceful women that perform together as a group rather than
representing individual roles in a performance.
Photo by Bun Kham on Pixabay
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Fawn Thai is a form of folk dance accompanied by folk music of the region.
There are diffe e f m f Fa Thai ha ill
all fall i hi ﬁ e cla ic le :
Fa Tia ; Fa Leb; Fa Ngie ; Fa Ma G mm Be i e B e ﬂ Da ce; a d
Fawn Marn Mong Kol, i.e. Happy Dance.
Fawn Tian, meaning Candle Dance, is one of most popular northern dances,
typical of Thai Kheun tribe. The performance consists of eight dancers, each
carrying candles. Dancers are in pairs, one pair to each side, and wear full-length
sarongs and jackets with a matching shoulder cloth. The female dancers pay
homage to the di i i ie ha
ec he Ea h’ eigh ca di al i
a ki g hem
to pass on the candles light to pay homage to Buddha. This dance is always held at
night. Fawn Leb, meaning Fingernail Dance, is a northern Thai dance style
originating from Chiang Mai Each da ce ea i i ch l g b a ﬁ ge ail The
l g ﬁ ge ail acce a e he ﬁ ge m eme f each da ce Da ce
ea
their hair in a chignon- le i h a ell ja mi e ﬂ e ia a
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About passport, VISA and Restriction
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Passport of the individual must have at least 6 months of validity upon
arriving in Thailand.

On the purpose of attending
an AMSEP, you are most likely to
be categorized as a tourist.
Thailand provides tourist visa
exemption entry and visa-onarrival to various nationalities
around the world. The period of
stay depends on which passport you are holding but mostly, you will be allowed to
stay for up to 15 – 30 days. If you wish to stay for longer than that you must apply
for a visa. Please check with your local Royal Thai Embassy for more details.
Royal Thai Embassy website : www.thaiembassy.org
Photo by Steve Buissinne on Pixabay

Or go to www.consular.go.th and scroll to the bottom of the website and click on
this icon for a summary of countries and territories eligible for visa exemption and
visa on arrival.
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There are some prohibited goods and
restricted goods that you cannot bring into
the Kingdom of Thailand. Please check Thai
customs law for more details.
(https://bit.ly/thaicustoms)
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If you only visit one major historical
tourist attraction in Bangkok, this
should be the one. The royal
compound lives up to its name, with
spectacular structures that would put
the most decadent modern monarchs
to shame. It's also the home of Wat
Phra Kaeo, which houses the Jade (or
Emerald) Buddha.
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Asiatique The Riverfront is
one of the most unique and
popular night markets in
Bangkok. It gives you an
experience of shopping in a
mall and a night bazaar, both
on the same premises.

Photo by tikisada on Pixabay

Photo by Michael Saechang on flickr
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Khao San Road, a bustling,
effervescent and kaleidoscopic street
in Bangkok, brimming with Chang Beer
t-shirts, tasty pad-Thai and
enthusiastic travellers from all over
the globe. A short walk through the
heart of the city exposes visitors to all
the street has to offer, and guides
them through an area where the beer
is flowing, the lights are bright and the
energy is infectious.

Photo by 한국어 on Pixabay
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Ayutthaya Historical Park – a UNESCO
World Heritage Site – the most visited
site in the area. Here, the four
spectacular temples of the early
Ayutthaya period (1350 – 1529) stand
amongst a dense canopy of ancient
trees. West of it is the site of the Royal
Palace and Royal Chapel (Wat Phra Si
Sanphet) – the political and spiritual
heart of the lost kingdom.
Photo by oprathum on Pixabay
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Experience one of the world’s
largest glass trays at the height of
310 meters from the 78th floor.
Perfect for adventure seekers, take
a photo standing on Bangkok’s
glass tray with a bird eye’s view of
the beautiful skyline below.
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There are several ways you can
enjoy a massage in Bangkok.
Soothing treatments can range from
an aromatherapy and oil massage
that’s widely thought to enhance
memory, amongst other things, to
facial massages that will make your
skin glow radiantly, or a Thai foot
massage that will ensure your feet
and legs are lavished.
Photo by weareaway on Pixabay
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Photo source : HTTP://WWW.BANGKOK.COM/

Once only popular among wholesalers and
traders, Chatuchak Weekend Market has
reached a landmark status as a must-visit
place for tourists.On a weekend, visitors come
here to sift through the goods on offer

Photo by shinko31 on Pixabay
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The floating markets of Bangkok are must-visits
on any visit to the Thai capital such as
Damnoen Saduak and Amphawa, one of the
most popular floating market near Bangkok.It’s
become such a magnet for Thai weekenders
that food stalls have grown from the riverbanks
and stretched far into the surrounding streets.

Photo by Frida Aguilar Estrada on Unsplash
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Chinatown Bangkok is both a popular
tourist attraction and a haven for
authentic Chinese cuisine. Local
gourmands often flock here after sunset
to explore the vibrant street-side

Photo by Florian Wehde on Unsplash
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